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AGENDA

INTRODUCTION .............................. cm TAYLOR (10 MIN)

BRIGADE OVERVIEW -------------------------- COL TAYLOR (20 MIN)

DEFEND A BATTLE POSITION ------------------ LTC KERN (3O MIN)

DELIBERATE DAY ATTACK --------------------- LTC KERN (3O MIN)

BREAK (lO MIN)

DEFEND IN SECTOR -------------------------- LTC DAVIS (30 MIN)

DEFEND A BATTLE POSITION ------------------ LTC DAVIS (3O MIN)

NSEROFRENDTNEENGASNETS -------------------- MAJ SLINOSKI (20 MIN)

QOSING CONTENTS .......................... cm TAYLOR

COMMAND GROUP COMMENTS



BRIGADE OVERVIEW

TRAINING OBJECTIVES

a. Conduct realistic tactical training at the Battalion combined arms taskforce level against a live opposing force.

b. Conduct Battalion combined arms task force level live fire trainingagainst a realistic target array.

c. Conduct logistical and administrative support given a tactical situa-tion in a desert environment using doctrinal dispositions.
d. Provide live indirect fire support to the task. force during Live FireTraining and Simulated Fire support during Force on Force training.
e. To plan, coordinate and execute a Bde EDRE with strategic movement, byrail and air deployment and redeployment.

f. To enhance care of the soldier under simulated combat conditions in adesert environment.

g. To develop and sustain logistical support under simulated combat condi-tions in a desert environment.

h. To improve field communications, radio procedures, and TOC operationsin a realistic hostile electronic warfare environment.



TASK ORGANIZATION

TF 1-121

1-121 IN (-)
C/ 5-32 AR
D/ 5-32 AR

3/8/59 ADA (DS)
SEC/Li/B/ 5-9 ADA (MANPADS)
1/848 EN (2 D7H. 1 CEV, 1 AVLB)
3 TMS/Z/B/IZHTH MI (CENI) (GSR)
1/2/24 MP
FSE 2-35 FA
AFNG TCP

TF 5-32

5-32 AR (-)
B/1-121 IN
D/l-121 IN

1 PLT/E/l-121 IN
l/B/S-Q ADA (DS)
SEC/4/B/ 5-9 ADA (MANPADS)
1/A/3D EN (2 D7H. 1 CEV. 1 AVLB)
2 TMS/2/B/12ln'H MI (CENI) (GSR)
2/2/24 MP
FSE 2-35 FA
TACP

w
2-35FA (155, SP) (DS)

(5/333 TAB (-)
MErRo SEC

B/S—B ADA (V) (DS) (-)
24m CAB (-)

7 AH-lS
7 0H-B
3 UH-l
4 UH-60

A/3D EN (-) (1 D7H, 1 CEV.
6494, 1 JD 410. 1 AVLB)

TM B/lerrH MI (CENI)
2/A/124TH MI (CEWI) (C/J)
2/B/121rrH MI (CEWI) (GSR)
C/72erH MAINT
B/24m MED
24m SaT (-) FSS
91 CM. (-)

2/91 CVL (DECON)
3/91 cr’L (SMK GEN)

2/8/24m SIG
2/2er MP (-)
ET 2. 57TH TAIRcw (-)
LSA



ME
13-1 5 OCT 83

18-20 NOV 83

DEC 83

13-1 5 JAN 84

26-29 JAN 84

25 FEB 84

lib-22 MAR 84

RlADE ORGANIZED TRAINING

E_NT_

DOCTRINE CLASSES ( 1-121 IN )
- THREAT

- DEFEND IN SECTOR

- DEFEND A BATTLE POSITION

- 1-1w AR NTC LESSONS LEARNED

MAPEX ( 1-121 IN )

- DEFEND A BATTLE POSITION

- DEFEND TO RETAIN A BATTLE POSITION

- SLICE PRESENTATION

LEADERS VISIT NTC ( 1-121 IN )

FTX ( 1-121 IN ) ( 5-32 AR )

- DEFEND A BATTLE POSITION

- DEFEND TO RETAIN A BATTLE POSITION

- NIGHT TACTICAL ROAD MARCH

ARTBASS ( 1-121 IN ) ( 5-32 AR )(-)

FIRE SUPPORT CONFERENCE DURIN. GA

BN ARTEP ( 5-32 AR )



DA_TE

23-2 5 MAR 84

6-8 APR 84

4-6 MAY 84

18-20 MAY 84

8-10 JUN 84

BRIGADE ORGANIZED TRAINING

EVEJ
FTX ( 1-121 IN ) ( 5-32 AR )

- DEFEND IN SECTOR

- OBSTACLE BREACHING BATTLE DRILL

- COUNTERRECON PLANNING

- NIGHT TACTICAL ROAD MARCH

MAPEX ( 1-121 IN ) ( 5-32 AR )

- DELIBERATE ATTACK (DAY)

- SUPPORTED. NON-ILLUMINATED NIGHT ATTACK

- CLASS, ”NARNE MANEVUER DRILL"

NAPEX/LOGEX ( 1-121 IN ) ( 5-32 AR )

- MOVEIENT TO CONTACT

- SUPPORTED, NON-ILLUMINATED NIGHT ATTACK

- LOGISTICAL SUPPORT AT NTC

FTX ( 1-121 IN ) ( 5-32 AR )

- DELIBERATE ATTACK (DAY)

- SUPPORTED, NON-ILLUMINATED NIGHT ATTACK

- TACTICAL ROAD MARCH

GUNNERY ( 1-121 IN )

- SMALL ARMS

- CREW SERVED WEAPONS

- ITV/DRAGON/LAN GUNNERY

- MILES GUNNERY



M
25-30 AUG 84

28 SEP - 24 OCT 814

BRIGADE ORGANIZED TRAINING

EVENT

FTX ( 1-121 IN ) ( 5-32 AR )

DESERT STING 1-85



ME
04 OCT 8’4

05 OCT 84

m OCT 81+

W OCT 84

m OCT 84

09 OCT 84

m OCT 84

10 OCT 84

10 OCT 8’4

11 OCT 8L!

12 OCT 84

12 OCT 84

l3 OCT 8L!

11+ OCT 8L}

1’4 OCT 84

15 OCT 84

15 OCT 8‘4

16 OCT 84

l7 OCT 84

NTC MISSIONS

IE 1-121 1N

OCCUPY BP

ELIBERATE ATTACK

NIGHT ATTACK

IFEND IN SECTOR

NOVEPENT TO CONTACT

PREP TO EFEND BP

EFEND BP

EFEND IN SECTOR

PREP FOR LIVE FIRE

PREP FOR LIVE FIRE

NIGHT ROAD MARCH (LFX)

DAY DEFENSE (LFX)

NIGHT DEFENSE (LFX)

MOVEFENT TO CONTACT (LFX)

TF 5-32 AR

OCCUPY BP

EL IBERATE ATTACK

DEFEND IN SECTOR

PREP FOR LIVE FIRE

PREP FOR LIVE FIRE

NIGHT ROAD MARCH (LFX)

DAY EFENSE (LFX)

NIGHT DEFENSE (LFX)

MOVEI‘ENT TO CONTACT (LFX)

OCCUPY FAA

EFEND IN SECTOR

PREP TO DEFEND BP

DEFEND BP

NIGHT ATTACK



TF 5-32 ARMOR

DELIBERATE ATTACK

COMMAND AND CONTROL:

Good staff planning allowed maximum time for preparation and reconnaissance.

TOC maintained communication and cross leveled information.

Inadequate reporting prevented task force commander from having a clear
picture of the enemy situation and combat power status.

INTELLIGENCE:

S-2 did a good job of identifying enemy courses of action.

S-2 templated enemy locations but the task force failed to develop detailed
information of enemy strength and dispositions.

FIRE SUPPORT:

Adequate fire support plans were developed.

The accuracy of indirect fire was poor.

Mortars were not utilized sufficiently.
Uncoordinated fires were delivered out of sector.

AIR DEFENSE:

A good air defense plan was developed.

Small arms fire was utilized against enemy air attack.

The movement and control of the vulcan platoon, whose priority of protection
was the lead two teams who were moving on parallel axes, was excellent.

Three of four stinger teams were without missiles.

MOBILITY/COUNTERMOBILITY:

The fundamentals of breaching operations -- suppress, obscure, secure, reduce,
were not executed.

SURVIVABILITY:

Casualties resulted from the poor use of terrain in masking friendly elements.



I

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT:

Medical coverage of the task force was adequate.

With the exception of stinger missile distribution, the combat service
support elements were prepared for combat operations.

The combat trains followed too far behind the FLOT ~- 12 ro l4 km at one
point.

There was poor reporting of friendly losses by the task force.



LESSONS LEARNED

1. Detailed information on enemy strength and dispositions are critical to
the success of the deliberate attack.

2. Combat power must be massed and not committed piecemeal.

3. Actions on contact must be trained until they are instinctive.
4. When contact occurs in restrictive terrain commanders must get infantry out
of their carriers quickly and develop the situation with fire and movement.

5. Obstacle breaching fundamentals must be practiced, understood and executed
in a timely manner.

6. Commanders must be sensitive to the distribution of ammunition for all
attached and supporting elements in their unit.



TF 5-32 ARMOR

DEFEND A BATTLE POSITION

COMMAND AND CONTROL:

Good staff planning resulted in the timely delivery of Class IV material
and the positioning of Class V.

Improved reporting kept the task force commander abreast of the friendly
and enemy situations.

Individual and crew actions to continue the fight during the confusion of
battle were excellent.

The control of the attack helicopters was very effective.

MANEUVER:

The improvement of individual and vehicle positions was notable.

The task force was effective in stopping the enemy's mounted reconnaissance.

The positioning of the task force reserve to the rear of the battle positions
proved decisive to the outcome of the battle.

The planning and employment of direct fire was extremely effective.

Coordination between team battle positions allowed the mutual support and
enabled the task force to effectively mass their fires.

INTELLIGENCE:

The S-2 effectively analyzed the enemy avenues of approach.

Considerable emphasis was placed on counter reconnaissance.

Spot reports of destroyed enemy vehicles improved.

FIRE SUPPORT:

The fire support plan was adequate.

The.accuracy of artillery fire was only marginally improved.

The use of mortars was again ineffective.

The use of FASCAM was very effective.



AIR DEFENSE:

Air defense of the task force was ineffective.

a. Vulcans were not dug in.

b. The vulcans were hindered by smoke, NBC, and artillery fire.
c. ADA prestocks of Class V were not dug in and protected with overhead
cover, and were lost to enemy artillery fire.

MOBILITY/COUNTERMOBILITY:

The obstacles emplaced by the task force were extremely effective.

Friendly minefields were not marked on the friendly side which resulted
in friendly casualties.

SURVIVABILITY:

The smoke platoon was effective in masking task force defensive preparations.

Passing the alarm of NBC attack was good.

Masking procedures were generally excellent.

Reporting, decontamination and unmasking procedures were good.
xl

The detection teams performed well throughout the task force.

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT:

The task force was provided adequate Class IV and Class V.

The reaction to NBC attack in the combat trains was excellent.



LESSONS LEARNED

1. Commanders must be ever vigilant to threats on their flanks and have acontingency plan to deal with that eventuality.
2. Provision must be made to dig in prepositioned ammunition stocks on battlepositions and protect them with overhead cover.

3. Vulcans, no less than tanks and other armored fighting vehicles, must be
dug in to enhance their survivability.
4. The location of friendly minefields must be marked on the friendly side,their location plotted on all overlays and disseminated to all elements in thetask force.



TF 1-121 INFANTRY

DEFEND A BATTLE POSITION

COMMAND AND CONTROL:

POSITIVE: The early detailed warning order allowed team commanders to
conduct daylight recon.

NEGATIVE: Lack of reports to the TF commander during close battle
contributed to the bypass of forward elements. TF did not see the battle-field.
LESSON LEARNED: One TM commander cannot adequately control two major
avenues of approach.

MANEUVER:

POSITIVE: One tank platoon of Team Crunch (BP Orange) destroyed virtually
an entire MRB.

NEGATIVE: The TF TOWs were ineffective. The only kills were the TF CDR
and the TM C FIST tracks.

LESSONS LEARNED: Pure units are easier to control, but the combined arms
loss is substantial.

INTELLIGENCE:

POSITIVE: Good engagement of OPFOR recon - counterrecon was effective
throughout the rotation.

NEGATIVE: Decision points were not monitored throughout the battle.
Early and continuous attention to OPFOR movement would have enabled TM D
to c0unterattack in support of TM C.

LESSON LEARNED: Scouts and GSRs must maintain visual contact with OPFOR
formations. They must accept being bypassed and continue to render
reports to the TF $2.

FIRE SUPPORT:

POSITIVE: Obstacles and avenues of approach were covered. FASCAMs were
accurately planned.

NEGATIVE: Indirect fire does not receive full consideration or full credit
for number of rounds fired -

LESSON LEARNED: FSO must be located forward and out of the TOC. FSE must
be capable of funtioning without the FSO.



AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY:

POSITIVE: Air avenues of approach were well covered, ADA assets were in
covered positions.

NEGATIVE: TF small arms and crew weapons were not engaging OPAIR.

LESSON LEARNED: Constant training on aircraft recognition and reaction to
OPAIR by teams is essential.

MOBILITY/COUNTERMOBILITYz

POSITIVE: Priority of engineer effort was alternated between counter-
mobility and survivability and all efforts prioritized.

NEGATIVE: Engineers are still doing most of the work that could be done

by Infantry, wire barriers, mines, etc.

LESSON LEARNED: Cannot assume a natural barrier (ie No Name Ridge) or
unit operating on flanks (2-23 CAV) will protect TF from dismounted OPFOR.

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT:

POSITIVE: Class IV was furnished in adequate quantity early in the prep-
aration phase.

NEGATIVE: TF failed to maintain status of supply classes.

LESSON LEARNED: TM lSGs must ensure accurate personnel and equipment
reporting. Supplies must be aggressively pushed forward.



1-121 INFANTRY

DEFEND IN SECTOR

COMMAND AND CONTROL:

POSITIVE: The TF S3 in overwatch - eavesdrop position high enough to

observe entire battlefield enabled smooth hand-off of battle when TF

Commander became casualty.

NEGATIVE: TF graphics were inaccurate. Grid registration marks were

off by one kilometer on some overlays.

LESSON LEARNED: TF SZ by day, and TF S3 Air by night, must be OIC of

TOC.

MANEUVER:

POSITIVE: Good initial coordination and execution by attack helicopters.

NEGATIVE: The TF engaged the OPFOR too early, wasted ammunition and gave

away position locations.

LESSON LEARNED: Detailed counterattack plans with designated routes and

rehearsals are imperative for reserve force.

INTELLIGENCE:

POSITIVE: Intell estimate was good. OPFOR. maneuvered initially' exactly
as TF $2 had predicted.

NEGATIVE: Lack of reporting by teams continued during close battle.
Scouts were generally ineffective.

LESSON LEARNED: Team Executive Officers must communicate with the TF

Commander while the Team Commander runs the team.

FIRE SUPPORT:

POSITIVE: Forward team F0 called accurate and early fires on the OPFOR.

TF mortars were ineffective.

NEGATIVE: All FPF were not coordinated. Target series and groups were

not integrated into the scheme of maneuver.

LESSON LEARNED: FSO needs an M113 to travel with either the TF CDR or

the TF S3 even if a team has to give up a FIST track.



AIR DEFENSE:

POSITIVE: The Air Defense NCO provided coverage which allowed integration
and a mix of gun and missile systems. The Air Defense NCO was excellent
throughout operations.

NEGATIVE: ADA coverage was not provided to the combat trains.

LESSON LEARNED: Particular attention must be paid to ADA assets when TF
crosses large open areas vulnerable to OPAIR.

MOBILITY/COUNTERMOBILITY:

POSITIVE: Obstacles on high speed avenues of approach shaped the battle-
field and forced the OPFOR into team direct fires.

NEGATIVE: Coordination with team commanders was not affected, causing
some barriers to be without direct fire and indirect fire planning.

LESSON LEARNED: TF Engineer must walk terrain with Tm Cdr to prevent
wasted engineer efforts or ineffective direct fires by teams.

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT:

POSITIVE: ALOC reacted well to NBC attacks, functions were transferred
to field trains.

NEGATIVE: TF failed to resupply with Class IV and V in time for orderly
preparation.

LESSON LEARNED: CSS chain must aggressively push supplies forward.



BARRIER PLANNING AND USE OF ENGINEER ASSETS

Engineer planner for the critical task force

Engineer CO Commander exeCutes TF's obstacle plan

Early involvement with TF Commander/S3 in planning process

Coordination of Class IV

Prepositioning of engineer assets forward in the TF sector

Tank ditch vs. survivability positions

Secondary mission of Infantry

Improved coordination at C0/TM level

Positive control of engineer assets



BRIGADE CLOSING COMMENTS

Uniqueness of Desert Sting 1-85

a. Shortened TI and equipment draw period

b. Night Roadmarch from dustbowl

c. Brigade control of tactical operations

(1) Coordination of actual and notional TFs

(2) Use of the TAC CP

d. CSS challenges

e. Field deployment of Aviation Assets

Lessons Learned

a. NTC is currently a greater challenge than past rotations.

b. MILES Aegis is ineffective at published ranges.

c. Night Vision Goggle capability for UH-6OS is limited in desert.

d. Artillery play during force on force remains unrealistic.

e. FORSCOM minimum Brigade Task Force package is inadequate for

current NTC requirements.

f. National Guard battalion with extensive trainup can meet NTC

tactical standards.

g. CSS challenges for National Guard battalion are difficult to meet

during active training days available for full battalion at NTC.




